Reimagine
operations with
enhanced reality
Optimize resource utilization, enhance
visualization and streamline cost across
the design-build-maintain cycle with our
augmented and virtual reality solutions
The evolution in reality technologies — augmented reality (AR)
and virtual reality (VR) — provides opportunities to significantly
improve efficiency in design, training, operations and maintenance
processes and is expected to eventually lead to a paradigm shift in
rail engineering, manufacturing and operations.

Cyient’s proposition is a completely tailored offering focused on your use case and goals.
We provide technology consulting, device selection, complete application development and
maintenance to help our customers keep the application content relevant over time.

Design
Based on strong
expertise in rail
maintenance
procedures

Develop
Accelerating content
creation with our
AR/VR Application
Development Platform

Deploy
Tailored to your
needs including CMS
(e.g. Cyient’s AR/VR
Content Manager)

Maintain
Agile updates to keep
content relevant over
product life span

The Cyient Edge
A combination of our innovation capabilities, exposure to multiple industries and
expertise in rail gives us the unparalleled edge. We have been recognized as one of
the most innovative organizations by major global industry bodies — a testimony to
our focus on out-of-the-box thinking and quality. With three decades of experience in
engineering across various safety critical industries, we have a wide competency range
available in-house. Our extensive partner ecosystem enables us to cater to a diverse
set of requirements and provide solutions that leverage best-in-class technology and
industry standards.
Cyient’s rich rail domain knowledge is based on our experience of 16+ years and 20 mn+
hours of engineering delivered across the design-build-maintain life cycle of rolling
stock and signaling assets. This enables us to understand key operational challenges
and develop solutions that are customized to meet your requirements.

Solution Use Cases Across Your Value Chain
Leverage our solution to realize benefits across the entire design-build-maintain value
chain. Here is how:

Marketing & Sales
Design visualization
and product promotion

Design Analysis
Space analysis and
maintainability
check

Training
Maintenance
Training on
Remote assembly, audit,
manufacturing
quality assurance &
processes, operations,
control, installation,
maintenance and repair
inspection and
maintenance

Business Benefits

Enhanced
visualization
lmmersive experience
enabling interaction
and better visualization
for showcasing designs
for marketing and sales

Significant
Cost saving
Reduced number
of personnel and
reduction in training
time due to increased
effectiveness of the
training will result in
significant cost savings

Efficient operations
with fewer personnel
Reliance on SMEs with
specific knowledge and
skills can be reduced by
providing AR/VR based
training on operational
and maintenance tasks
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Optimized utilization
of skilled workforce
SMEs can be utilized
through the remote
assistant feature to
consult on build and
maintenance tasks in
real-time.

The application of this technology ranges from showcasing designs at bidding stage
(design), providing assembly instructions through a pre-configured module, or as a
remote assist (build) as well as stepwise instructions or remote assistance for repair and
maintenance procedures (maintain).
By leveraging our AR/VR Application Development Platform, we can significantly
bringing down the time needed by your business to reap the benefits of enhanced reality.
Our platform is easily configurable, compatible with multiple OS and devices, and provides
for a quick and easy deployment.
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Our AR/VR Capabilities Can Make a Difference to Your Operations

